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Let s Talk About Jenna s Truth
Discussion is a great way to further explore the issues raised in Jenna’s Truth. The
discussion questions below are thought provoking and allow for deep, critical thinking to
occur.
Answers to questions could be shared in a whole class format during shared reading
sessions. Students may also enjoy working in pairs or small groups as this will provide for
the opportunity to pool knowledge and experiences. Sharing allows for other people’s
opinions and thoughts to be heard. Finally, these questions may be suitable for more
detailed analysis in an essay, paper, speech, or presentation exploring the content more
fully.
1. Jenna was a victim of bullying and cyberbullying. Explain how she was bullied.
Please note that cyberbullying can occur in many ways including: abusive texts and
emails; hurtful messages, images or videos; imitating others online; excluding
others online; humiliating others online; and nasty online gossip and chat

2. Is cyberbullying different from other types of bullying? Does it have the potential
to have far wider implications?

3. What does the author mean to convey with the title Jenna’s Truth?

4. Could any of the bystanders at the party have helped Jenna? Why do you think
they participated? Are they at fault too?

5. What could the bystanders have done after the party to help Jenna?

6. If you stand back and watch, are you taking part in bullying? Is doing nothing as
bad as partaking? Some people like to stand back and watch, as if
it’s entertainment and others do nothing out of fear of revenge. Discuss the act of
doing nothing and its implications.

7. Do you think Jenna should have intervened when Franco was pushing Sam?
Should Jenna have mentioned what she saw when their coach asked what was
wrong with Sam? How can doing nothing be seen as agreement or complicity?
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8. How did peer pressure influence Jenna? Why is it hard to say no to what your
peers want you to do? What do you see in the ‘cool’ group? What makes you think
they’re better than you?

9. Why was Jenna so taken with Tina? Do you think Tina was a good friend? Do you
think Jenna was a good friend to Lyssie?

10. Were Tina’s actions criminal? If so, in what way? Why do you think Tina acted
the way she acted?

11. How do you think Nick felt about what he was doing? What do you think Tina
said to him that made him willing to take part?

12. What mistakes did Jenna make along the way? Was Jenna true to herself? Why
is it so important to be true to who you are?

13. If Jenna had decided to talk to her friends and family, what approach could she
have taken?

14. Who else could Jenna have spoken to within her circle of support or externally?

15. Why do you think Jenna tried to end her life? Jenna saw suicide as her only
option, but what other options did she have?

16. Do you think Jenna saw suicide as permanent? Jenna seems to think she will be
around to see her ‘perfect revenge ’– why is this a flawed approach?

17. When Jenna was drowning, what do you think she thought when she
remembered her parents, brother and Lyssie?

18. If Jenna had died, what impact would her death have had on her family and
friends? Consider what each individual’s response could have been.
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19. Why do you think Jenna ‘rejected’ Lyssie’s friendship?

20. Why did Jenna trust Krissy and Tina?

21. Tina used cyberbullying to publicly humiliate and shame Jenna. How could
Jenna have limited the fallout from the photo?

22. What other complications can arise from using social media?

23. Tina used her popularity as a tool to manipulate the social dynamics within the
school. Would a true leader engage in such tactics to exert control? Why is Tina not
a true leader?

24. How does Tina view Jenna? What is Tina missing in how she views Jenna? What
has Tina failed to consider?

25. We all mess up in life. Why is it so important to not mess up online?

26. What do you think Jenna will do now?

27. If you could send Jenna a message, what would you say?

We would be delighted if you shared any of the deliverables that come from your work
with the book in the classroom or the questions given here.
If you write a letter or message to Jenna, we would love to read it. We may even, with your
permission, share your letter on our blog. Share your comments, discussion, work, or
message to Jenna by emailing: editor@serenitypress.org
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